May is having so much trouble with her Brexit deal because it isn’t Brexit & neither are the other options like Norway or a 3rd EU ref remainers are promoting. A no deal Brexit on WTO rules is the Brexit Brits voted for & the only Brexit that will free us from the EU.

- No £39bn Brexit Bill or EU Fees
- Sign trade deals & control immigration immediately
- No transition deal or backstop
- The UK gain billions in tariffs under WTO rules
- Take back UK fishing waters & end EU Court jurisdiction in March 2019
- The UK can quit the ECHR & introduce a UK Bill of Rights
- Stop goods by removing EU nations
May and Corbyn hold 'useful' Brexit talks

Brexit on WTO terms delivers for Britain and honours the promises of the referendum.

WTO terms will reduce barriers to world trade and cut prices

Martin Howe QC
I’m not ashamed to declare that I would support a no deal Brexit.

Share if you agree.
May and Corbyn hold useful Brexit talks

Anti EU - Pro British
@AntiEUUNet

THERESA MAY MAKING HITLER'S DREAM COME TRUE. THE UK TOTALLY UNDER EUROPEAN CONTROL. BACK NO DEAL BREXIT INSTEAD

Theresa May’s Brexit deal is making the dream of European domination of the British people a reality. In her blustering style of reeling off all the dates of historic events in World War 2 when the UK was at war, she implied that if Brits are not happy with leaving the EU then the UK is going to just give our country away. We need to have a no deal Brexit & leave on WTO rules. Don't let Theresa May pass this Brexit deal & hand the UK over to EU rule.
Know your parasites.

Brown Dog Tick

Deer Tick

Lone Star Tick

Luna Tick
A NO DEAL BREXIT WILL MEAN

- We leave the EU
- No open borders
- Not a penny more to EU
- No £39 billion hand out
- Free trade with the whole world
- We make our own laws
- Sovereignty returns to the UK
- We are out of the single market
- We are out of the customs union
- The return of our fishing waters
- We are no longer tied to the ECJ
- No transitional period

Share if you want a NO DEAL BREXIT
THERESA MAY IS NO BRITANNIA

MAY'S BREXIT DEAL IS A TOTAL BETRAYAL. MAY WANTS TO SUBJECT THE UK TO EU RULE FOREVER & OVERTURN THE PEOPLE'S BREXIT VOTE. THE PLOT IS TO HAVE A DEAL SO BAD REMAINERS CAN ARGUE WE NEED A 2ND EU REF WITHOUT EVEN TRYING TO DELIVER BREXIT

MAY STABBED BRITAIN IN THE BACK
Hey Europe remember these days? We didn't ask for a deal to FREE YOU.
A reminder to the young, naive Remain voters in 2018 Britain.

65 year olds knew rationing.
75 year olds knew the Luftwaffe.
90 Year olds knew Panzers.

They haven't "stole" your future, they gave you one! Have some respect.

#StandUp4Brexit #Brexit
LEFTIES ARE ATTEMPTING TO SHAME US FOR QUOTING AND SUPPORTING WINSTON CHURCHILL
I WILL NEVER APOLOGISE FOR SUPPORTING THIS GREAT MAN, THE GREATEST BRITON
LIKE AND SHARE IF YOU AGREE
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE KIDDING MR JUNCKER
IF YOU THINK WE'RE ON THE RUN
No deal Brexit will see the UK become a fully sovereign country in March 2019. No deal has so many advantages for the UK that is why remainers want to stop it because it means a complete break with the EU whilst setting the UK up to boom after Brexit day.

No Deal:
Don’t pay £39bn
Control of our fishing
Control of our laws
No ECJ oversight
No break up of Union
Clean break from EU
Control of our borders
Ability to do FTAs with RoW
Trading with EU on WTO
Will get better FTA with EU